In this paper we consider the nonlinear wave equation,
Moreover we huve that. there exist a constant e >°SIIc.h that,
I:~Ĩ e {E(O) + ¡VI~}
(***)
INTRODUCTION
Let o be an open bounded set of IR n , wit.h boundary r of class C
. Set Q = Ox]O, T[
and L: = I'xjü, T[. \Ve will denote by (-, ')0 and (-, ')Q the inner producto of L
(O)
and L 2 (Q)respectively and by 1111' ¡·I Q and 11.11,t.he norms in U (n) ,U (Q), and HJ (n) respectively. \Ve consider t.he nonliner problem:
u(x,t) =°011 L:
In J.L.Lions [1] was st.udy the hidden regularity for system (1.1) when f (s) = s3 and more generality for a f (s) = s Isl", where e~O. In this work we are going to study the hidden regularity for the solution of the problem (1.1) when f is a continuous function satisfying, lim sup f (8) > -00
That is, we will show that there exist a solution u oí the above problem such that the normal derivase oí u belongs to L 2 (E), Moreover we will prove that t.here exist a constant e > o such that:
(1. 3) where Eo is the initial energy of the system (1.1).
• where G (s) = 1f (1] (2.4) from the continuity of 1 we conclude that tk is not bounded, then there exist a subsequence (tkJ"Ef>< sat.isfying:
Let us put S" = tkv' from (2.4) we obtain that there exist a const.ant e ( (2.9) is valido The second part of (2.9) follows from (2.1), (2.2) , (2.6) and also, the definition of Ca, for Vo = N.
In order t.o prove (2.11), let liS not.e that from (2.12) follows that:
IIlI.c¡!;ntting t.his «xpr.-ssiou we obt.aiu (2.10). 111ordcr lo obt nin (2.11) 1<-1us
cousi.k-r u-l.u ion (2.7) t IH'1l we have:
From ( 
nnn.iplying this expression by W' and int.egrat.ing in D we have:
where
(where e is such that.I·l n :::;l!'l!)we obt.ain, aft.er intégrate from O t.o t, that: Green's forrnuls, we have that:
-(W' (t), W (t))õ
from where we have that:
(where C is such that 1·l n :s C 11·11).
Now we are condition to prove the main result of this paper:
and lel f b a cout iuuous Iuuct iou su.h 111<11(;(I/u) E {,I ((J) TItI'1I 11t('/(' ('xist a funct.ion 11. : e2 --'~sat.isfviug.
('2 '2D) By Remarks 2.5, we have that,
and since b is a positive number, and GV/J is uniformly bounded for all JJ-E N, and a fixed 11, we have by Cronwall inequality t.hat. there existo a const.and e" such 11:>: 
Now, from (248) and (2.52) we obtain: ¡el ' (' 1.1,,,) dx dt 'S: J G" (u,,) 
